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a b s t r a c t
Hydrophobins are natural surfactant proteins endowed with exceptional surface activity and ﬁlmforming capabilities and their use as effective ‘‘ﬂuorine-free ﬂuorosurfactants’’ has been recently
reported. In order to increase their ﬂuorophilicity further, here we report the preparation of a unique
ﬂuorous-modiﬁed hydrophobin, named F-HFBI. F-HFBI was found to be more effective than its wild-type
parent protein HFBI at reducing interface tension of water at both air/water and oil/water interfaces,
being particularly effective at the ﬂuorous/water interface. F-HFBI was also found to largely retain the
exceptionally good capability of forming strong and elastic ﬁlms, typical of the hydrophobin family.
Further studies by interface shear rheology and isothermal compression, alongside Quartz Crystal
Microbalance and Atomic Force Microscopy, demonstrated the tendency of F-HFBI to form thicker ﬁlms
compared to the wild-type protein. These results suggest that F-HFBI may function as an effective
compatibilizer for biphasic systems comprising a ﬂuorous phase.
Ó 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Hydrophobins (HFBs) are small (<100 amino acids) proteins
produced by ﬁlamentous fungi that are endowed with surface
activity and ﬁlm-forming capabilities unmatched by any other
protein [1]. HFBs are exceptionally stable towards denaturation
due to the presence of four disulﬁde bridges in their core structure,
and are able to withstand temperatures close to the boiling point of
water [2–4]. The high surface activity of HFBs is due to their
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Janus-type structure where a discrete and well-deﬁned portion of
the protein surface is comprised of hydrophobic amino acids and
known as the hydrophobic patch, while the remaining surface is
hydrophilic in nature [5,6]. The most distinguishing feature of
the HFBs is their ability to self-assemble into strong and elastic
ﬁlms at the interface between hydrophilic and hydrophobic
phases. Such ﬁlms have also been reported to be orders of magnitude stronger than those formed by other surface active proteins
including b-lactoglobulin and b-casein [7]. Recently, we have
demonstrated that HFBs also function as particularly effective
‘‘ﬂuorine-free ﬂuorosurfactants’’ reducing interface energy at the
ﬂuorous [8–10]/aqueous interface [11].
The remarkable performance differences between ﬂuorocarbon
(FC) and hydrocarbon (HC) surfactants originate from the peculiar
features of the ﬂuorine atom such as low polarizability, high
electronegativity and ionization potential, as well as a larger size
compared to the hydrogen atom. FC chains are thus more
hydrophobic than their HC counterparts, and are also substantially
lipophobic [12]. One ﬁrst consequence is that FC-surfactants are
more effective in lowering the surface tension of water, being able
to attain values as low as 15–20 mN/m, whereas typical HC-based
amphiphiles can only reach values of about 30–40 mN/m [13–15].
A second consequence is that FCs tend to segregate into a separate
phase in order to avoid unfavorable interactions with other molecules, either hydrophilic or lipophilic, a phenomenon known as
ﬂuorophobic effect [8–10,16–18].
With the objective of further improving the performance of HFBs
at ﬂuorous/aqueous interfaces, and to combine their exceptional
ﬁlm forming capabilities with the superior surface activity of FCsurfactants, we covalently bound a FC chain to the exposed surface
of the protein NCysHFBI, which is a genetically engineered variant
of the wild-type (WT) hydrophobin HFBI. In this way we obtained
a unique ﬂuorous-modiﬁed hydrophobin, termed F-HFBI [19].
Protein ﬂuorination strategies have to date mainly relied on the
introduction of selectively ﬂuorinated amino acids, typically leucines, in the protein primary structure [20–27]. An alternative
approach consists of the site-speciﬁc derivatization with ﬂuorous
tags by covalently binding FC residues to peptides and proteins,
mainly for immobilization, separation, and enrichment purposes
[28–31]. Expanding on this strategy, here we report the preparation and subsequent characterization of a HFB derivative covalently functionalized with a single perﬂuorooctyl chain. This speciﬁc FC
segment was selected based on the ready availability of reagents,
and is intended to act as a ﬁrst model for the introduction of more
environmentally compliant moieties, e.g., small perﬂuoropolyether
chains.
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1.6 mL of mQ water, then 80 lL of acetate buffer (1 M, pH 5),
32.5 lL of 0.5 M EDTA and 1660 ll of 0.1 M dithiothreitol were
sequentially added. The mixture was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C,
and the reduced NCysHFBI was puriﬁed by reverse phase HPLC
on a Vydac C4 column using a gradient of water/acetonitrile (both
containing 0.1% TFA). Following overnight freeze-drying, the typical yield of the reaction was around 50–60%. The reduced protein
was stored at 80 °C. MALDI-TOF: m/z = 8677.
2.3. Preparation of F-HFBI
In a typical synthesis, 5 mg of reduced NCysHFBI were dissolved
in a mixture of 2 mL THF and 3.5 mL phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH
7.2). A solution of 5.8 mg of 3-(perﬂuorooctyl)-propyl-1-maleimide
in 1.5 mL THF was added. The vial containing the mixture was
brieﬂy ﬂushed with nitrogen, wrapped in aluminium foil, and gently stirred at room temperature for 5 h. The solution was lyophilized
overnight, then the solid was redissolved in 2.5 mL of 50% EtOH for
puriﬁcation by reverse phase HPLC on a Vydac C4 column using a
gradient of water/acetonitrile (both containing 0.1% TFA). F-HFBI
was subsequently freeze-dried and recovered typically in 65–70%
yield. MALDI-TOF: m/z = 9232.
2.4. Zeta-potential measurements
The isoelectric point of F-HFBI was measured experimentally
with a Nano-ZS zetasizer (Malvern instruments, UK) by performing
titrations with 0.01 M and 0.1 M NaOH on 0.10 mg/mL F-HFBI solutions in mQ water. The measurements were highly reproducible,
and the experimental pI obtained as an average of two different
measurements was 4.87 (Fig. S1 in the Supporting information).
2.5. MALDI-TOF Spectrometry
An Autoﬂex II instrument from Bruker Daltoniks (Bremen,
Germany) equipped with a UV/N2-laser (337 nm/100 lJ) was used
to carry out mass spectrometric analyses. Saturated a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid in a 1:2 (v/v) mixture of acetonitrile and aqueous 0.1% (v/v) triﬂuoroacetic acid was used as a matrix. The
puriﬁed NCysHFBI and F-HFBI were dissolved in the same solvent
mixture at about 2 mg/mL concentration, mixed with the matrix
solutions in 1:1 (v/v) ratio and applied on the stainless steel target
plate in 1 lL aliquots. The sample spot was dried in air at room
temperature. The mass spectrum (4–20 kDa) was measured in
linear positive-ion mode, and Protein standard solution I (Bruker
Daltonics) was used for the external molecular mass calibration.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

2.6. CD spectroscopy

NCysHFBI was produced using recombinant strains of T. reesei,
puriﬁed by RP-HPLC as described previously and lyophilized before
use.[32] GaldenÒ SV90 (GSV90) is a low molecular weight
perﬂuoropolyether ﬂuid (90 °C boiling point) produced by Solvay
Specialty Polymers. Heptane, hexadecane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecane-1-thiol, 11-mercapto-1-undecanol, and hexanethiol
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further
puriﬁcation.

CD spectra were collected with a Chirascan spectrophotometer
(Applied Photophysics) ﬁtted with a Peltier temperature controller,
using a rectangular quartz cuvette with an optical path length of
1 mm. Data acquisition was performed in steps of 0.5 nm at a
wavelength range from 190 to 280 nm with a spectral bandwidth
of 1.0 nm. All spectra were corrected in baseline with mQ water
as the blank. Spectra were the average of 10 consecutive scans.
The signals were normalized to mean residue ellipticity (MREs)
based on the peptide concentration:

2.2. Reduction of NCysHFBI

½hk ¼
The starting protein NCysHFBI was ﬁrst reduced in order to
break the dimers occurring on the formation of disulﬁde bridges
involving the accessible Cys residues close to the N terminus of
the protein. Typically, 10 mg of NCysHFBI were dissolved in

hobs
ð10  l  c  ðn  1ÞÞ

where [h]k is the MRE at wavelength k in deg cm2 dmol1, l is the
path length in cm, c is the molar concentration and (n1) is the
number of peptide bonds.
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2.7. Solubility assessment

2.11. QCM-D

For solubility determination at room temperature (25 °C), a
saturated aqueous solution of either HFBI or F-HFBI was prepared
and the suspension was placed in an ultrasound bath for 30 min.
Following thermo-mixing (25 °C, 1000 rpm) for 1 h, the suspension
was ﬁltered through a 0.22 lm PTFE membrane ﬁlter into a preweighed Eppendorf vial. The water was removed by Speedvac
and the amount of protein in the vial weighed. Measured solubilities in water were 3.0 mg/mL for HFBI and 1.9 mg/mL for F-HFBI.
The method was repeated at higher temperatures where sonication
was achieved at 40 °C and thermo-mixing at 80 °C, yielding water
solubility values of 16.8 mg/mL for HFBI and 11.0 mg/mL for FHFBI. Both proteins were essentially insoluble in either heptane
or GSV90 regardless of the temperature.

All experiments were carried out on a Q-Sense E4 instrument
(Q-Sense). Au sensors (Q-Sense, Biolin Scientiﬁc) were cleaned prior to use in a UV/ozone chamber for 10 min followed by immersion
in a mixture of H2O:NH3:H2O2 (5:1:1) at 75 °C for 10 min. The sensors were rinsed thoroughly with mQ water and dried with nitrogen before being subjected to further UV/ozone treatment for
10 min. Functionalization was achieved by immersion of the chips
in 0.05 M ethanolic solutions of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecane-1thiol, 11-mercapto-1-undecanol or hexanethiol. Following rinsing
with ethanol and mQ water, the Au sensors were dried with nitrogen and mounted into the measurement chamber of the QCM-D
(pre-calibrated to 23 °C). Proteins were dissolved in 50 mM PBS
containing 20% acetonitrile (0.1 mg/mL for HFBI; 0.1226 mg/mL
for F-HFBI) and 500 lL of protein solution were pumped through
the measurement chamber at a ﬂow rate of 0.1 mg/mL. The sensors
were allowed to equilibrate in zero-ﬂow condition for 30 min
before being rinsed with the running buffer in order to remove
excess protein. For HFBI, where the dissipation values were close
to zero and the frequencies of the various overtones were the
same, thus indicating an essentially elastic ﬁlm, the Sauerbrey relationship was used to estimate the mass of adsorbed protein [33].
For this calculation, the third overtone was used. For F-HFBI, where
the dissipation values were larger than zero, the adsorbed mass of
protein was estimated using the QTools software, applying the
Voigt viscoelastic model [34] to overtones 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. This
model consists of a spring and a dashpot in parallel and is particularly suitable for more rigid rather than liquid-like viscoelastic
soft matter materials.

2.8. Interfacial tension measurements
Interface tensiometric measurements were performed on a
CAM 200 (KSV Instruments Ltd) and the built-in software CAM
2008 was used for data processing. A 15 lL droplet of Galden
SV90 was injected into 900 lL of a freshly prepared solution of
HFBI or F-HFBI solution in mQ water (10 lM concentration) contained in a quartz cuvette. For measurements at the interface with
air and hexadecane, a 15 lL droplet of 10 lm HFBI or F-HFBI aqueous solution was left hanging in air or in hexadecane within a
quartz cuvette from the syringe needle. The interfacial energies
were derived from the ﬁtting of the droplet shape by the Young–
Laplace method.

2.12. AFM
2.9. Interfacial shear rheology
All measurements were performed on an AR-G2 stress controlled rheometer (TA Instruments) equipped with a Pt-Ir du
Noüy ring (13 mm diameter) which was ﬂamed prior to use. Before
experiments were commenced the inertia of the instrument was
calibrated and the response mapped in order to conﬁrm the linear
response of the instrument. All measurements were carried out at
room temperature (25 °C) and the system was allowed to equilibrate for 1 min prior to each measurement. GSV90 (33 g) was
poured into a round glass vessel (65 mm diameter) and the du
Noüy ring was positioned 0.5 cm above the surface. A freshly prepared solution of protein (HFBI or F-HFBI, 100 lL, 1 mg/mL) was
spread on the surface using a 10 lL glass syringe followed by
30 mL of mQ water. The ring was then raised to the interface and
the experiments started approximately 5 min after spreading the
protein solution. A time sweep over 10 h was ﬁrst performed
(strain 0.05%, frequency 0.1 Hz) followed by a frequency sweep
(strain 0.05%, frequency range 0.01–10 Hz), a strain sweep (strain
103–1%, frequency 0.1 Hz) and an additional time sweep over
16 h. The frequency and strain sweep data are reported in Fig. S2.

2.10. Isothermal compression by Langmuir trough
Isothermal compression measurements were performed on a
KSV Minimicro trough using a Pt Wilhelmy plate at a constant temperature of 21 °C. F-HFBI was ﬁrst dissolved at 21.6 lM concentration in a mixture of 20% (v/v) acetonitrile in 20 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2). 350 lL of the freshly prepared protein solution
were spread onto a 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) subphase,
and the system was allowed to rest for 1 h before starting the measurement, which was performed at a compression rate of
300 mm2/min.

Topography images of HFBI and F-HFBI ﬁlms adsorbed on QCM
crystals were captured with an atomic force microscope. A Nano
ScopeV Multimode8 AFM (E scanner, Bruker) and ScanAsyst-Air
cantilevers (Bruker, f0 = 50–90 kHz, k = 0.4 N/m) were used in all
measurements. All images were recorded in the ScanAsyst mode
in air with scan rate 1 Hz. Images were only ﬂattened to remove
possible tilt in the image data, and no further processing was done.
The NanoScope Analysis software (Bruker) was used for image processing and analysis.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Preparation and characterization of F-HFBI
The functionalization was performed by standard thiol-maleimide coupling chemistry on NCysHFBI, an engineered variant of
the WT-HFBI expressed from Trichoderma Reesei (Fig. 1a) [35].
The NCysHFBI variant contains an N-terminal extension of 13
amino acids where one residue is an accessible cysteine capable
of selective reaction with maleimide derivatives. MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry conﬁrmed the identity of the product (Fig. S3 in the
Supporting information), which has a molecular weight of 9.23 kDa
and a degree of purity P 90% as estimated from analytical HPLC
(Fig. 1b; the full chromatograms are reported in Fig. S4 in the Supporting information). While some unreacted NCysHFBI can be seen
in the MALDI spectrum, its amount appears to be very small in the
analytical HPLC chromatogram of puriﬁed F-HFBI. The only other
small peaks observed by MALDI follow a pattern which was
observed also for NCysHFBI and are attributable to protein glycosylation. Therefore, the 6 10% impurity appearing as a shoulder peak
in the analytical HPLC chromatogram of F-HFBI may be due to
non-site-selective ﬂuorination occurring to a small extent, likely
by reaction with amino moieties. Fluorination of any of the eight
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the synthesized F-HFBI; (b) Analytical HPLC chromatogram of puriﬁed F-HFBI, compared with reduced NCysHFBI (a blank run
performed with only mQ water as sample was used for baseline subtraction); (c) Normalized CD spectra of HFBI, NCysHFBI, and F-HFBI.

3.2. Surface activity and ﬁlm formation
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The ability of F-HFBI to reduce interfacial tension was probed
for 10 lM protein aqueous solutions at the interface with a ﬂuorous phase (GSV90), a lipophilic phase (hexadecane), and air. The
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results were compared to those obtained with equimolar solutions
of the WT-HFBI (Fig. 2a–c).
The ﬂuorinated protein F-HFBI was found to be more effective
than the WT one at reducing the interfacial tension between water
and the hydrophobic liquid phases, and its stabilizing effect was
especially evident at the ﬂuorous/aqueous interface, where the difference in the interface energy reduction promoted by the two proteins is higher than 10 mN/m. The observed trend of interface
tension versus time is typical for HFBs where a rapid initial
decrease in surface tension, attributed to protein absorption at
the interface, is followed by a subsequent slower reduction, which
is associated with a re-arrangement of the protein ﬁlm. The two
proteins behave similarly at the aqueous/air interface where FHFBI appeared to follow slightly slower kinetics during the initial
self-assembly process, although reaching lower values. These
results conﬁrm that the presence of the FC chain effectively
enhanced the surface activity of the protein, particularly at the
ﬂuorous/aqueous interface, as expected.
F-HFBI was also found to maintain the typical ﬁlm-forming
capability of the HFB family as conﬁrmed by the formation in
twenty minutes of a visible thin ﬁlm around a droplet of an aqueous protein solution in air. As a result of water evaporation, causing
a decrease in the surface area of the droplet, the assembled protein
ﬁlm contracted to afford the characteristic wrinkles typical of HFB

(b) water/hexadecane
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cysteines internal to the protein is to be excluded, due to the inaccessibility of these residues which are engaged in four disulﬁde
bridges considered essential for hydrophobin folding. This is also
consistent with the fact that the secondary structural elements
for F-HFBI were almost identical to both the parent proteins
NCysHFBI and the WT-HFBI (Fig. 1c), conﬁrming that the modiﬁcation did not signiﬁcantly affect the folding of F-HFBI. A small
change can be observed around 225 nm in the F-HFBI spectrum,
which is indicative of a slight increase in the a-helix content, as
previously observed for HFBI assembled on the surface of TeﬂonÒ
nanoparticles [3].
Solubility studies revealed that F-HFBI is less soluble in water
than WT-HFBI (2 mg/mL versus 3 mg/mL at 25 °C), consistent with
the addition of the highly hydrophobic FC chain. Both proteins
were essentially insoluble in both highly ﬂuorinated (Galden
SV90, here abbreviated as GSV90) and lipophilic (hexadecane) solvents even at 80 °C.
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Fig. 2. Top: Plots of interface tension versus time at the interface between 10 lm aqueous protein solution and (a) GSV90, (b) hexadecane, and c) air. Bottom: (d) Protein ﬁlm
formed at the interface between a droplet of GSV90 and an aqueous F-HFBI solution; (e) GSV90 droplets generated inside an aqueous F-HFBI solution do not coalesce even
when moderate pressure is applied (see video in the Supporting information).
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Fig. 3. (a) Interface shear rheology for HFBI and F-HFBI ﬁlms at the GSV90/water interface (time sweep). (b) Isothermal compression of a F-HFBI ﬁlm in a Langmuir trough.

ﬁlms. The same phenomenon was also observed at liquid–liquid
interfaces, for example between a perﬂuoropolyether ﬂuid droplet
(GSV90) and a surrounding aqueous F-HFBI solution. By simply
drawing back a small portion of the droplet liquid into the syringe,
the protein ﬁlm became visible (Fig. 2d). At F-HFBI concentrations
of 10 lM, a protein ﬁlm was formed within seconds of droplet generation. The ﬁlm is sufﬁciently strong to prevent the coalescence of
ﬂuorous droplets into a single phase, even when moderate pressure is applied (Fig. 2e; a short movie illustrating the experiment
is available in the Supporting information).

3.3. Rheological and structural studies of the protein ﬁlm
In order to gather quantitative information on the strength of
the F-HFBI formed ﬁlm, investigations by interfacial shear rheology
were carried out. The F-HFBI ﬁlm was formed at the interface
between GSV90 and water and its elastic and loss moduli were
measured and compared to those of a WT-HFBI ﬁlm prepared
under analogous conditions (Fig. 3a and Fig. S2 in the Supporting
information).
Both ﬁlms appeared to be elastic in nature and their G0 values
were signiﬁcantly higher than those previously reported for other
surface active proteins or phospholipids at water/air and water/
oil interfaces [36–40] thus demonstrating the exceptional properties of these proteins. However, rheology showed some clear differences between the WT-HFBI and F-HFBI. The increase over time in
the elastic modulus of the F-HFBI ﬁlm was observed to be slower
than the one of the WT-protein. In particular, while a plateau
was reached within one hour with the WT-HFBI, the elastic modulus of the F-HFBI ﬁlm was still slowly rising after ten hours. Moreover, the F-HFBI ﬁlm displayed lower G0 values and higher loss
factor tan(d) values than the WT ﬁlm. These observations indicate
that the ﬁlm formed by F-HFBI, whilst still being exceptionally
strong and elastic for a protein ﬁlm, is slightly weaker and more
viscous in nature than the ﬁlm formed by the WT-HFBI. Furthermore, the continued build-up over a longer time of F-HFBI ﬁlms
may be the result not only of slower self-assembly but also of a
propensity of F-HFBI to form thicker layers. Just like the WT protein, F-HFBI may assemble through both electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions involving respectively hydrophilic amino
acids and the hydrophobic patch. However, for F-HFBI the segregation of the ﬂuorinated domains is also likely to occur due to the
scarce afﬁnity of ﬂuorocarbons for both hydrophilic and lipophilic
molecules. The presence of an additional self-assembly mechanism
may thus lead to thicker protein ﬁlms.

In order to achieve a deeper structural understanding of the
assembly features of F-HFBI ﬁlms, isothermal compression experiments were carried out at the air–water interface by the Langmuir
trough technique. The F-HFBI ﬁlm was found to have a collapse
point of 68.5 mN/m and a mean molecular area at zero pressure
of 96 Å2 (Fig. 3b). When compared to the data available in literature for the parent protein NCysHFBI (collapse point of
20 mN/m and a mean molecular area of 220 Å2) [32] and other linear FC-surfactants (collapse points of between 40 and 60 mN/m
and mean molecular areas of around 30 Å2) [41,42] the behavior
of F-HFBI appears to be more similar to FC-surfactants than to
the HFB proteins. This result may indicate that the FC chains are
preferentially exposed at the air–water interface, consistent with
the very high hydrophobicity of FC segments. The particularly
low value of the apparent mean molecular area is not compatible
with a protein monolayer, when considering that the typical
dimensions of WT-HFBI as derived from its single crystal X-ray
structure are about 2–3 nm [43] and therefore supports the
hypothesis of the formation of F-HFBI multilayers.

3.4. Adsorption on solid surfaces
The enhanced afﬁnity of F-HFBI for ﬂuorous phases and its tendency to form thicker layers were conﬁrmed also on solid surfaces
by Quartz Crystal Microbalance-Dissipation (QCM-D) experiments.
We compared the adsorption behavior of F-HFBI and WT-HFBI
on gold surfaces coated with Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAM)
of thiols exposing ﬂuorophilic (1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecane-1thiol), hydrophilic (11-mercapto-1-undecanol), and lipophilic
(hexanethiol) alkyl chains. The mass of surface-bound material
was determined as well as the viscoelastic properties of the
adsorbed layer. Of course, it should be noted that the measured
data include contributions from water molecules bound to the protein ﬁlm. A ﬁrst estimate of the adsorbed mass can be obtained
from observation of the sensor frequency variations displayed by
the sensorgrams in Fig. 4, while quantitative data are reported in
Table 1.
Both HFBI and F-HFBI bound well to both lipophilic and ﬂuorophilic surfaces. Binding to the hydrophilic surface, instead, was
poor in both cases with only small amount of the proteins bound
(85 and 137 ng cm2 for HFBI and F-HFBI, respectively). HFBI was
found to bind to both lipophilic and ﬂuorophilic surfaces as about
a monolayer, in accordance with previous literature data [44]
whereas the data obtained for F-HFBI is more consistent with a
multilayer assembly and thus a tendency to form thicker protein
layers than HFBI. Close examination of the sensorgrams recorded
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Fig. 4. QCM-D Sensorgrams for F-HFBI (left) and HFBI (right) on various substrates. Data for overtones 3,5,7,9 and 11 are given. (a) lipophilic surface (hexanethiol); (b)
ﬂuorophilic surface (1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecane-1-thiol); (c) hydrophilic surface (11-mercapto-1-undecanol). Injection of the protein samples was performed at about
400 s, while rinsing with running buffer was initiated after around 2500 s.

Table 1
Adsorbed amounts of wild-type HFBI and F-HFBI bound to various surfaces
determined by QCM-D experiments.
Protein

Surface

Mass adsorbed after washing (ng cm2)

HFBI
F-HFBI
HFBI
F-HFBI
HFBI
F-HFBI

Lipophilic
Lipophilic
Fluorophilic
Fluorophilic
Hydrophilic
Hydrophilic

274
618
284
583
85
137

for each protein on all surfaces also revealed a splitting of the frequency overtones upon F-HFBI binding which was not observed for
the wild type protein, accompanied by a simultaneous increase of
the recorded dissipation values (for example 2.2 for F-HFBI compared to nearly 0 for HFBI on the ﬂuorophilic surface, as reported
in Fig. 5; corresponding data for the other surfaces can be found
in Fig. S5 in the Supporting information). This behavior clearly
indicates that the protein layer obtained with F-HFBI has a less
elastic and more viscoelastic behavior, suggesting that the
ﬂuorinated protein forms a less compact and ordered ﬁlm. The
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Fig. 5. QCM-D Sensorgrams showing dissipation data for (a) F-HFBI and (b) HFBI on the ﬂuorophilic surface. Overtones 3,5,7,9, and 11 are shown. Protein injection was
performed at about 400 s, while rinsing with running buffer was initiated after around 2500 s.
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Fig. 6. AFM Images of QCM chips with F-HFBI and HFBI bound to (a and d) a hydrophilic surface, (b and e) a lipophilic surface, and (c and f) a ﬂuorophilic surface. All images
represent an area of 1  1 lm with a represented height scale of 15 nm.

formation of thicker but less elastic ﬁlms by F-HFBI in comparison
to HFBI is consistent with data obtained previously from interfacial
shear rheology and isothermal compression experiments, thus these features at least appear to be common for ﬁlms formed by
adsorption at liquid–liquid and liquid–gas interfaces, on one hand,
and on solid surfaces on the other.
The QCM chips coated with HFBI or F-HFBI were dried and analyzed by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and representative
images are shown in Fig. 6 (see Fig. S6 in the Supporting information for a representative image of the native gold QCM chip).
Consistent with the data obtained by QCM-D, very small
amounts of either protein are seen bound to the hydrophilic surface (Fig. 6a and d), appearing as scattered deposits on top of the
bare thiol SAM. Comparison of HFBI and F-HFBI bound to the lipophilic surface (Fig. 6b and e) revealed little difference between the
two proteins, as a good coverage is observed in both cases,
although small holes can be seen in the ﬁlms. This is consistent
with comparable coating abilities of the two proteins for this
substrate.
The greatest difference between the two proteins is observed on
the ﬂuorophilic surface, where F-HFBI clearly appears to lead to a
better coverage. Examination of images of HFBI on this substrate
revealed a discontinuous protein ﬁlm (Fig. 6f), apparently at variance with the QCM-D results, which suggested coverage of about
one monolayer. This apparent inconsistency is supposed to arise
from a drying effect where shrinking and breaking of the ﬁlm
occurs as an effect of the strain induced by the receding threephase line upon water evaporation, thus leading to small patchy
areas of protein arranged in multilayers. The hypothesis is supported by the observation that the HFBI deposits on the ﬂuorophilic
surface are about 4–5 nm in height from the underlying SAM,
whereas a layer thickness of 2.5–3 nm is observed for the same
protein adsorbed on the lipophilic substrate. Such behavior
suggests that in the case of HFBI adsorption on a ﬂuorophilic
SAM, protein–protein interactions are favored with respect to protein-ﬂuorous surface ones, resulting in protein self-aggregation
rather than interaction with the substrate, in order to minimize
the surface energy. F-HFBI, on the other hand, appears to cover

the surface much better (Fig. 6c), although shrinking upon drying
probably still occurs in some measure leading to tiny holes in the
protein ﬁlm. F-HFBI therefore shows an enhanced afﬁnity for the
ﬂuorophilic surface, which likely results from the onset of ﬂuorous
segregation effects involving both the ﬂuorinated thiol of the SAM
and the FC moiety of the modiﬁed protein, which are expected to
be particularly favored in an aqueous environment.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have reported the preparation and characterization of a unique ﬂuorous modiﬁed hydrophobin, F-HFBI. The
reported results show that the modiﬁed protein possesses
enhanced surface activity with respect to the wild-type HFBI, due
to the addition of a ﬂuorocarbon chain. The covalent ﬂuorination
did not signiﬁcantly alter the exceptional self-assembly and ﬁlm
forming features of hydrophobins, while increasing the thickness
of ﬁlms formed. The enhanced ﬂuorophilicity of F-HFBI and its
superior capability of coating ﬂuorinated surfaces, as demonstrated
by QCM and AFM experiments, make it a particularly appealing
compatibilizer for biphasic systems comprising a ﬂuorous phase,
e.g., (nano)composites involving a ﬂuoropolymer matrix. Research
along this direction, as well as the replacement of the perﬂuoroalkyl
chain with a more sustainable perﬂuoropolyether chain is currently
undergoing in our laboratories and will be reported elsewhere.
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